CFMA/ICCIFP LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

**CHAPTER INVOLVEMENT**

- Chapter VOLUNTEER → Chapter COMMITTEE → Chapter COMMITTEE LEADER → Chapter BOD MEMBER → Chapter OFFICER

**ADDITIONAL GROWTH AREAS**

- ICCIFP CERTIFICATION
- CHAPTER REGIONAL CONFERENCE LEADER
- CFMA AT SPRING CREEK

**CFMA INVOLVEMENT**

- CFMA TASK FORCE → CFMA COMMITTEE → CFMA COMMITTEE LEADER → CFMA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE → CFMA OFFICER

**ADDITIONAL GROWTH AREAS**

- CFMA PRESENTER, AUTHOR, OR SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT
- CFMA PEER GROUPS
- CFMA MENTOR PROGRAM

**ICCIFP INVOLVEMENT**

- ICCIFP TASK FORCE → ICCIFP COMMITTEE → ICCIFP COMMITTEE LEADER → ICCIFP BOD MEMBER → ICCIFP OFFICER

**ADDITIONAL GROWTH AREAS**

- CFMA PRESENTER, AUTHOR, OR SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT
- CFMA PEER GROUPS
- CFMA MENTOR PROGRAM